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The third and last of Starfleet’s ‘Borg Busting’ starship designs to be launched 
following the encounter between the USS Enterprise-D and a Borg Cube at the J-25 star 
system, the Prometheus was a technological tour de force that promised to revolutionize 
Starfleet’s tactical capabilities. 

 
Starfleet’s ill-preparedness both before and following this initial encounter has 

become legendary.  Given how many of the concepts and starships that were developed 
would later go on to play key roles in the Dominion War, it would be naïve to suggest the 
encounter should have never taken place, or at least taken place when it did. 

 
The concept Prometheus was designed to exploit was that of starship separation.  

Incorporated sparingly and used only as an extreme last-ditch measure, it gained new 
importance as Starfleet’s technological and engineering expertise grew and developed—
incorporated into and intended to be a more routine feature onboard the Galaxy class 
(CH 70637).  From a tactical standpoint, what the ASDB endeavored to create, was a 
starship that could separate into two or more warp-capable sections and engage either a 
single target from multiple vectors, or multiple targets.   

 
Like the Defiant (DD 74205) and unlike Sovereign (CH 73811), Prometheus was 

intended from the start to be a dedicated warship, devoid of all facilities one would 
normally find on a multi-mission explorer.  A notable bonus this provided was a low 
personnel support requirement—being rated for just 175 officers & crew.  

 
Externally, it broke from established Starfleet design aesthetics and was highly 

aggressive, even compared to Defiant and older classes such as Exeter and Korolev.  415 
meters in length and displacing 2,100,000 metric tons, it did however maintain the  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
traditional primary hull/secondary hull/warp nacelle arrangement.  The primary hull 

itself took the form of a slightly tapered arrowhead, connected to a slender, non-descript 
secondary hull that featured a hangar bay aft.   

 
In its standard, docked configuration, the ship featured a quad-nacelle arrangement 

– only the second starship class after Constellation (CA 1974) to do so.  Using a mix of 
specially designed components and those taken from the Sovereign class, Prometheus was 
able to attain a nominal cruising speed of Warp 9.9 – making her the fastest starship class in 
the fleet and representing the absolute apex of conventional warp drive design and 
engineering. 

 
‘Starship separation’ to the ASDB soon translated into what engineers dubbed as 

‘multi-vector assault mode’ (MVAM)—fitting, considering the class’ intended purpose.  As 
designed, Prometheus was comprised of three battle sections.  The upper section did not 
make use of any of the 4 included warp nacelles—instead being equipped with 2 vastly 
smaller nacelles in an over/under arrangement that were automatically deployed when 
the ship was separated.  The mid and lower sections however, split the nacelles into pairs of 
2.   

 
For its size, Prometheus was extensively armed—featuring Type XII Phasers, large 

stores of Quantum and Photon Torpedoes—and well protected, featuring a first-in-the fleet 
regenerative deflector shield system backed up by a generous amount of ablative armor.  
As opposed to the standard deflector shield systems on most modern vessels, the 
regenerative system equipping Prometheus worked by acting as a ‘sponge’ of sorts—
absorbing incoming energy, but then converting that energy and feeding it back into the 
shield grid allowing the shields to constantly ‘regenerate’.  Like Defiant and Sovereign, the 



system was ‘auto-modulating’ as well, the ship’s computer constantly analyzing incoming 
weapons fire and automatically altering shield frequencies to provide optimum protection. 

 
An equally notable development was the extensive engineering and R&D work into 

the areas of computer control and automation.  While to a large degree this work was 
necessary due to the unique operating principles of the MVAM, the ASDB sought to go 
above and beyond by keeping resource & personnel requirements as low as possible.  
Thanks to the extensive collaboration between the ASDB and the Daystrom Institute, 
Prometheus could theoretically be operated by as few as 4 people, while both docked 
and also in multi-vector assault mode.  This created a tremendous value proposition that 
the Starfleet Admiralty was quite enthusiastic about. 

 
In 2374, shortly before the Romulan Empire’s entry into the Dominion War as part of 

the Federation Alliance, agents of the Tal’Shiar hijacked the prototype (CTX 59650) from 
the Antares III Starship Yards, executing the skeleton crew aboard and attempting to take 
the vessel back to Romulus.  Starfleet swiftly dispatched the USS Bonchune (CA 70915), but 
the Nebula class ship stood no chance and was quickly overpowered by Prometheus.  The 
warship was stopped just short of the Neutral Zone by the starships Spector (CB 63898), 
Horizon (DD 75668) and Moscow (DD 75655)—which deployed security forces to retake the 
vessel, before turning to engage a trio of Romulan warbirds which had arrived to 
rendezvous with the Tal’Shiar. 

 
With the prototype’s capabilities proven, albeit in a highly unorthodox manner, 

production commenced soon after.  Upon completion of the second ship, Cerebus (CT 
74924) in 2375, Vice Admiral William Ross transferred his flag there from the Bellerophon (CA 
74705), the ship serving throughout the rest of the war. 

 
The class finally saw its first taste of combat against the Borg in 2378.  Along with 26 

other starships, the USS Prometheus was hurriedly dispatched to guard against a Borg 
transwarp apature that had materialized a little more than a light year from Earth.  
Unbeknownst to the Prometheus and other Starfleet ships, traversing through the apature 
was the Starship Voyager (CA 74656).  Hot on Voyager’s tail as she existed, was a Borg 
Sphere that the Prometheus and the rest of the forces engaged and quickly destroyed. 

 
Three years later, the class again got a chance to fight the Borg, this time during their 

disastrous final invasion.  The Heracles (CT 74919), Overlord (CT 74922), Virginia (CT 74927) 
and Hyperion (CT 74916) were part of the Allied fleet on station at the Azure Nebula and 
were later lost with all hands when the Borg—numbering 7,461 ships—arrived.  The 
Prometheus herself was hastily recalled to Earth and was the ship aboard which the 
Admiralty recommended UFP President Nanietta Bacco evacuate too (in preparation for a 
retreat from Sector 001), though she vocally chose not to heed this advice. 

 
In the aftermath of the invasion, the Prometheus herself remained at Earth while class 

production was prioritized.  In 2383 both the Prometheus and the Vanguard (CT 74929) 
were recalled to the Yokohama Naval Yards and underwent extensive suitability testing, 
investigating the possibility of deploying Quantum Slipstream Propulsion class-wide. 

 
With the introduction of the Essex (BB 75000) and Lancer (FH 74900) classes in 2385, 

ships of the Prometheus class were recalled and refitted on a gradual basis, the outbreak 

of war between the Federation Alliance and the Typhon Pact later that year introducing a 
major sense of urgency to the operations. 

 
The class’ characteristics (namely its size), capabilities and excellent in-service 

performance record have contributed to an assured production run with the Vanguard, 
Sentinel (CT 74928), Andromeda (CT 74931) and Liberator (CT 74930) all slated for 
deployment to the Delta Quadrant as part of Project ‘Full Circle’ within the next 3 months.  
The Special Operations Group (SOG) of the Starfleet Marine Corps has also expressed 
interest in the class, though they refuse to disclose to what end.   

 
The pioneering work in adapting starship separation capability for tactical uses and 

well as being the first class to employ regenerative deflector shields provided a legacy on 
which much of Starfleet’s current defense capability rests—the massive Essex class 
Battleship employing saucer seperation (with the saucer maintaining full Quantum 
Slipstream capabilities) and regenerative deflector shields becoming the new de facto 
standard for all starships. 

 
Despite the existence of newer, larger and more powerful starship classes—such as 

the Devonshire, the current Starship Enterprise being an example—current UFP President 
Liam Bacco is known to be an admirer of the Prometheus class.  To that end, Starfleet 
Security has modified the USS Chimaera (CT 74921) for use as a presidential transport, 
incorporating a number of highly classified changes and improvements and also assuming 
the callsign ‘Federation One’ while Bacco is aboard. 

 
 
 



Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 
 

Prometheus 
Attack Cruiser 
 
2374- 
120 
 
415m 
163m 
64m 
15 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

2,100,000 metric tons 
 
175 

Armament 
(Docked) 
 
 
 
Defense Systems 

12 Type XII Phaser Emitters 
2 MK IV Torpedo Launchers 
 
 
 
Regenerative Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 3,915,000 TerraJoules 
 
Heavy Duranium/Trititanium Double Hull plus 30cm Ablative 
        Armor 







Editor’s Annotations 
 
 
When it comes to ‘heavy hitters’, the Prometheus pack a major punch—despite being outgunned by larger vessels, such as Akira and Sovereign, the Prometheus to me is the most 
powerful (canon) vessel out there—if only by virtue of ‘multi-vector assault mode’.  Really, at first I didn’t like Prometheus precisely for that reason.  MVAM was too novel/gimmicky in my 
mind, despite the sophisticated computer control/automation that went along with it.  Besides, I had the Eagle class in line as a bigger, better (albeit more conventional….) stand in. 
 
However, in writing this, I had an epiphany—the Prometheus is smaller than the Excelsior (in length—415m vs 467m), yet packs in Sovereign levels of firepower and can be operated by as 
few as 4 people??  Sounds good to me! 
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